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Barry Fletcher
11 Alt Rd.
Ashton-u-Lyne,
Lancs.
OL68TS.

Tel: 01613390744

23/10/02
To, 
The Prime Minister of
Her Majesties Government,
The Right Hon, 
Mr Anthony Blair.
10 Downing Street,
Westminster, 
London. 
SW1A 2AA

Dear Prime Minister, I have been researching a strange electrical whirring-buzzing” noise” phenomenon people have been detecting and complaining as most irritating around the Manchester area of late. The “noise” or sensation or perception of noise is not a physical sound in that sense, but a Pulsed Radio Wave (16Hz) in the microwave spectrum inducing the perception of sound to those subjected and sensitised to it! According to papers of Allan Frey Ithaca Univ. NY. 1962. file_0.png
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 Certain radio frequencies most notably 1000(MC) have the ability to penetrate the skull through the skin, fat, muscle, bone and then into the cortical tissue itself and induce the perception of sound when non is physically present to the subjected “hearer”! It is my belief that New High Tech’ Communications Systems such as GSM Base Stations and the Tetra system are providing the path for this effect discovered by Frey, and is currently doing so in the Manchester area, and other parts of the UK, as they can operate quite easily within the parameters set out in his experiments! Can we please have an investigation in to this problem? The perceived sound is causing a lot of distress and disruption to people’s normal lives in the form of lost sleep, depression, suicidal tendencies, mood swings, rage, nausea, etc etc… Can you sanction a program of research to examine those affected and evaluate the situation regarding the effect of this type of Electromagnetic pollution is having in populations. I can arrange a delegation of sufferers to meet you. They would be only too willing to tell you their story of how this electromagnetic pollution is making their lives a misery! You are Man of the people aren’t you Mr Blair? So we can presume you too will arrange a meeting?

I have further evidence referred to below. I also have reports from people actually picking up the spoken word intercranially when these strange radio transmissions are present. An article of G J Hyland: How Radiation from GSM and Tetra Base Stations Can Adversely Affect Humans. Sept.2002. Covers a side effect of this type of pulsed non-ionising radiation from Microwave Base Stations, which I have referenced below.

Firstly, I shall describe my symptoms regarding the Perception of radio frequency “noise” or The Microwave Hearing Effect, or The “Hum”.
Two years ago, December 2000. I became aware of some unusual “noises” in my home. They could be described as:

	Tinkling of far away Bells.

TV test card continuous tones.
Whirring electrical type sounds
Oscillating Tones. Two distinct tones wavering between one another at around 500hz.

Over a period of weeks the tones became more noticeable, and it seemed the “sounds” were being adjusted or calibrated, i.e. They were moving from one condition to another and varying in intensity. Even though they were quite low volume, I found once sensitised to their presence, I would immediately be aware of them if they returned.

I contacted the local Environmental Health and explained I could not sleep because of some kind of “noise” pollution in my home. The “sounds” I explained: would instantly wake me up from deep sleep the second they started. I found this very irritating and it made me feel very, very angry and aggressive when it happened, The Env. Hlth. could not trace anything with their sound detection equipment, and said: they could offer no further assistance, as there is no physical sound present to be recorded! And they said that was final!

I then contacted my MP, David Heyes. MEP Arlene Mc McCarthy. The Radio Communications Agency (Steve Culling-Ops. Manager). They either did not want to know or could offer no explanation to the strange radio frequency “sounds”. My MP did not respond to my letters. I sent him 3. I finally got his attention on another subject and mentioned the radio frequency “sound” side effects. He still did not reply personally. I eventually got a letter from a secretary in Westminster saying I should have my ears checked and that David Heyes does not get involved in such matters. I later found this to be the case of anyone in the UK reporting this phenomenon to the authorities! I think this is disgusting behaviour from someone who has been voted into office to one of his constituents, who has most of his life, supported the Socialist cause!

I reported my story and the way the authorities had treated me to the local and regional newspapers and had a good response from others “hearing” the same radio frequency “sounds” (30 so far in Tameside).

I then decided to do some investigating into the nature of these “sounds” and set up a few simple experiments to determine their characteristics and how they appear to be manifested in my home! 

The first experiment was the obvious: 	

	I put my fingers in my ears to stop the “noise” when it appeared. Result = negative. The “sound” was just as perceivable with fingers in ears!

Cotton wool in ears. Result  = negative. As above.
Amplify “noise” when present. I tried to record the sound on a PA system. I took a microphone to the rooms in my home where the “sound” was most noticeable. Turned PA up to high gain. Result = negative. No unusual sounds broadcast from PA. However, I did pick up a very faint radio station, but was unable to understand the content of it’s broadcast!
I used an oscilloscope attached to the amp. The sound spectrum showed sounds of frequencies 50 Hz. Mains Hum? And 250Hz? More investigation needed!
I tried to shield my head with metal containers. Result = negative. “Sounds” still present.
I tried ceramic cups over my ears. Result = positive. I immediately noticed a substantial reduction in the  “sound”. It was still detectable but many times lower. I tried both ears at first, but noticed I only needed to cover my left ear to reduce the “noise”. This raises the debate: whatever the “sound” is, it somehow works only on the left side of my head and its effects are substantially reduced if ceramic cups are placed in that region. I decided to go a step further and plugged my left ear with a pliable substance that made the ear completely airtight, and then placed the ceramic cup over it. I got an even better result. I now believed that the “sounds” I hear was somehow transmitted into the inner ear by air conduction, and not sound waves. Could radio waves work in this manner? Can they tunnel into the inner ear? When I plugged my ear and covered it with ceramic did this cut off the path of the radio transmissions, insulating my ear and left side of my head from certain frequencies?  Could they no longer penetrate as effectively to the area in my skull that causes the perceived sound effect? This needs serious investigation! (Note- a thin metallic sheet over the left side of the head also gives a similar result!   
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	I am currently monitoring frequencies I can detect in my home on my oscilloscope. I am picking one up on a regular basis. It modulates between 560-600Hz. It may be pulsing at 14Hz. However, the equipment I have is a bit antiquated and “Heath Robinson”! So subsequently I am only collecting data at the moment for probable reference in the future, as I feel I am not suitably qualified at the moment to analyse and express these trace readings.


I then started reading about radio waves and soon came across microwaves and their characteristics. They can cause water molecules to vibrate. Were they somehow causing parts of my Brain or inner Ear to vibrate also? Thus inducing the perception of sound when non-is physically present.

 I read a report about the new Tetra system being tested by the police and emergency services and became quite alarmed at how it operates using pulsed microwave transmission in the same range as human brain biorhythms, e.g. 3-30Hz. The report went on to say that such transmissions could cause chemical changes in the human brain and cause disruption and imbalance to the nervous system disabling and confusing those subjected to it! And that US was using such technology in the battlefield arena to cause nausea sickness and other side effects to disable enemy soldiers. Moreover, The Stewart Committee-The Stewart Report recommended that such frequencies be avoided.

I read further evidence that this type of technology also used in other systems such as the Loran C navigational system and GSM Base Stations could be adverse to human health and well being from various reliable sources and lend reference to them below. These sources all seem to be saying the same thing. This technology is dangerous to the general public; no specific safety operating standards have been approved, only guidelines, and that the government and concerned authorities do know (Documents of the NRPB vol 4 no5 1993 and letter from the Scottish Executive to Thomas Brady 7/10/2002) about the Microwave Hearing Effect and other side effects this technology unleashes on populations, but are suppressing any kind of investigation to assess the situation! The question is why? Is it “mega bucks” taking priority over the safety of the population, or is something more sinister lurking around the corner? The American military use of such technology gives me cause for concern!

Is this the Truth Mr Blair?
Where does one go from here?

I look forward to your personal reply in regards of discussing the matter via delegation in greater depth.

Regards
Barry Fletcher.

Proposing:

Thomas Brady, Sue Webster, Douglas & Adele Farquarson, John Dawes, Georgie Hyslop et al yet to be named for Delegation.
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